TIIMS Symposium OSLO
June 4th-6th 2010
Holmenkollen Park Hotel Rica
**Next generation medicine is here...**

**What is informational medicine?** It is an intelligent, non-invasive method using physical and non-physical energy to extract from and deliver information to a system, cell or being, with the purpose of restoring a natural equilibrium and optimal function at all levels of existence.

The International Informational Medicine Symposium (TIIMS) is arranged to support development, distribution and sharing of informational and integrative medicine technologies and methods.

**What is integrative medicine?** Defined by the US National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine at the National Institutes of Health, integrative medicine «combines mainstream medical therapies and CAM (complementary and alternative medicines) therapies for which there is some highquality scientific evidence of safety and effectiveness.»

We like to add that integrative medicine should seek to understand and implement the informational properties of a given therapy. Unless we fully understand what information a medication or therapy delivers to the body and mind the everlasting search for more effective treatments will be seriously slowed down.

**More evidence for the effect of information.** New technology provides scientific evidence of water’s capacity to store and amplify weak electromagnetic and subtle energy fields (ref. Heart Math Research Center – Dana Tomasino).

**Questions to ask.** How does the «water» of your body react to all the information we deliver to it? We «drink» liters of water (or fluids with water) every day. What influences has this water had before entering your system? So what informational «load» does it carry?

At KIM Oslo we use water as medicine for all clients that visit the clinic.

**TIIMS statement for the 2010 Symposium.** «The most effective supplements, «drugs» and physical substances used in the next generation medicine will be «treated» with frequency. But also informational and energy fields to make sure to deliver the right information to the body, not just the «right» substance. Likewise the most efficient therapist (like the miracle man Dr. Nuno Nina and Dr. Jerry Tennant) integrate the right information in their protocols. The integration of information is a key element that helps achieve their fantastic results.»

**New IM clinic in Oslo.** The sponsor of the TIIMS Symposium in January 2010 Uno Vita AS (www.unovita.com) has established the first Norwegian clinic in Oslo. The clinic is based on the principles of informational and integrative medicine. In Norwegian the clinic will be called: *Klinik for Integrert Medisin* (KIM), (English; Clinic for Integrative Medicine). The clinic is the first of its kind in the region. KIM will be working closely with its partner clinic in Portugal runned by Dr. Nuno Nina (www.int-medicine.com)
Main speakers at TIIMS 2010

**Dr. Nuno Nina.** IDH, Pioneer University, PhD in homeopathy, IDH Master's degree in homeopathy, IDH Bachelor in homeopathy, Ansted University, Fellowship of Biochemical Medicine, Formation in Engineering of Decisional Systems, Mathematical. Specialized course of «Clinical Science of the Medicine Biochemist of Dr. Schüssler» and General Director IM Integrative Medicine. Nuno is an exceptional therapist, an inventor, a genius and a warm hearted man. His knowledge and success with patients is phenomenal and we are grateful that he is willing to share with us at the Symposium. You should be to... normally he treats 40-50 people every day.

**Jan Fredrik Poleszynski.** Coordinator and primary contact for TIIMS. Specialist in informational and energy medicine. IT professional, approved AIM spiritual healer, black belt karate, trainer, yoga and Thai Chi practitioner (in education to become a teacher in Taijiquong, independent research and development of new health concepts). CEO of Klinikk for Integreet Medisin. Founder of TIIMS and Uno Vita AS.

**Bjørn Sebastian Hecter.** Bjørn has been working with alternative medicine for over 20 years. As a priest, Bjørn Hecter has a comprehensive experience within the spiritual world, working within the church and in his clinic as an acupuncturist. Bjørn generously uses his healing hands and combines the usage of homeopathic medicine, sound therapy with wave sounds, cupping, Bach's medicine and Opus-O2 therapy, in order to give his customer the very best treatment with excellent results. He is a registered member of «Norges Landsforbund» of Homeopractionists. Bjørn will be the manager of Uno Vita Business Development in Sweden.

**Dr. Jerald L. Tennant.** MD, MD(H), ND(M) Bio, Graduated with MD from University of TX Southwestern Medical School 1964, Internship Methodist Hospitals of Dallas 1964-65, Basic Science of Ophthalmology, Harvard Medical School 1965, Residency in Ophthalmology, Parkland Hospitals of Dallas, 1964-1968, Diplomat of American Academy of Ophthalmology, Diplomat of American Society of Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery, Private Practice of 1985, International Lecturer in Ophthalmic Surgery 1978-1995, Co-founder, Outpatient Ophthalmic Surgery Society, Lecturer in Energetic Medicine 1999-present. Dr. Tennant has several awards, publishes books, runs Tennant Institute for Integrative Medicine in the US and is an inventor. He has various patents of medical instruments and other non-medical patents. Among this The Biomodulator system which is an advanced biofeedback system with documented effect. The Biomodulator will be part of his presentation and training at the Symposium. Video where Dr. Tennant talks about voltage and nutrition.

**Dr. Audun Myskja.** M.D., Ph.D. Project on Integrated music in nursing homes at the University of Bergen/Red Cross Competence Centre. Chief physician at Bergen Red Cross nursing home, Medical director at Center for Life Aid. General practice, workshops in medical self-care and healing techniques, national and international activity with lectures and workshops on music in medicine, integrative medicine and empowerment as philosophy and practical approach to treatment. Chief Physician at Hospice Lovisenberg. Audun is working in his clinic; Senter for Livshjelp on a daily basis. Dr. Myskja is frequently on TV and is a great communicator. He uses music and his heart to deliver the message (the information). We hope to be able to «record» in water the vibrations (musically and mentally) during his speech and show you the results... remember water can store information and we can measure the effects.
**Agenda TIIMS 2010 – Holmenkollen Park**

Details and updated time schedule to follow closer to the dates. Hot lunch, drinks etc. are included.

We want to help you become even better helpers and therapist. Our aim with the 2010 symposium is to enable doctors, therapists and others that work with clients to be able to use new knowledge in their practice. We want you to perform what some might call miracles, but as we know is just applying the right information at the right time. This will enable life to unfold in a beautiful way. You and your life are a miracle not the science or protocols. The TIIMS 2010 will «unified» try too attempt to integrate all modules in an integrated clinical health concept (IM). For those who want to be an approved operator of CoRe or Biomodulator, or want to purchase equipment (and/or become a partner clinic of KIM) there will be a possibility for training in the evening programs. Official supplier of technology to TIIMS is Uno Vita AS (www.unovita.com).

**Day 1 Friday, June 4th**

Integrative and Informational Medicine according to Dr. Tennant.

The morning lecture is designed to give a scientific overview of the confusing subject of Informational and Energetic Medicine. It gives the basis upon which clinicians and patients can understand this new frontier of medicine. It will also point out how misinformation about this science can be used to deceive both doctors and patients alike and discredit the field. The afternoon lectures are intended to be more clinical showing how one can use the morning information in the real world.

10.00
Registration and refreshments

10.30
Official opening of the symposium and introduction of speakers.

11.00-12.00
• What are Information Medicine and Energetic Medicine?
• What is Newtonian Physics?
• What is Quantum mechanics?
• Is the human body Newtonian or Quantum?
• Healing with prayer and intention
• What are the Princeton Engineering Anomaly Research (PEAR) studies and can they be used in human testing?
• What are Random Number Generators and can they be reliably used in medical diagnoses?
• Is the fact that people can shift 2–3 events out of 10,000 from chance expectations use-ful in medicine?
• Random number generators vs. Intention
• What is Biological Impedance Analysis? Is it reliable?
• How can voltage be measured in the human?
• Voltmeters vs. Voil vs. Nakatani, vs. Biomodulator.
• Can flat-plate electrodes be used to measure acupuncture points?
• Cell membranes as capacitors, diodes, semiconductors, and microprocessors.

12.00-13.20
Lunch

13.30-16.00
Healing is Voltage
• The voltage of cells and organs
• Chronic Disease is always associated with a loss of voltage
• What happens as voltage drops in cells.
- How do I know the voltage of the organs?
- What are the wiring systems of the body?
- What are the chakras? How do they relate to acupuncture?

**The Tennant Method.**
• What causes voltage in organs to fall?
• Total Body Voltage and Hypothyroidism Type II
• Individual organ disease and the teeth
• Heavy Metal Poisoning
• Plastic cell membranes
• Allergies
• Toxins
• How do I recharge the organs?
• Tennant Biomodulator
• SCENAR
• Essential Oils
• Lasers
• Homeopathy
• What is the role of nutrition?
• How to Use the Tennant Biomodulator in yourself and your patients. (continued tomorrow)

16.00-16.15
Break

16.15-17.15
Audun Myksja, M.D.: Music is informational medicine. Vibrations (frequency) give resonance. When resonance occurs information is transferred.

18.30-20.30
This evening is an unofficial time. Dr. Tennant will be demonstrating how to treat various problems and answering questions from today’s lectures.

**Biofeedback:**
Dr. Tennants frequency machine for professional usaget

**Effects of treatment:**
Kirlian photo captures your energy field.
**Day 2 Saturday, June 5th**
Practical applications and experience with IM

9.00-9.30
Registration and refreshments.

9.30-11.00
Dr. Tennant lectures
- clinical experience and practical work using IM
  • The Bowling Ball Syndrome
  • Finding Stickies
  • Measurements
  • Emergencies
  • Questions

11.00-11.15
Coffee/tea break, refreshments

11.15-12.15
Introduction to Informational Medicine theory by Dr. Nuno Nina.

12.15-13.15
Lunch

13.15-17.00
Dr. Nuno Nina lectures in Integrative and Informational Medicine using advanced technology from Inergetix CoRe informational medicine, EIS etc.

**Lectures include:**
- «The right environment» for the cells; pH, oxygen and electromagnetism
- Electromagnetic information transfer to substances, environment and body
- How do we use the new informational medicine tools to diagnose and treat?
- What triggers spontaneous healing?
- How does frequency interact with the spiritual, emotional and mental layers of humans?
- Can we treat the spirit, the mind, «the heart» and body with frequency?

18.30-20.30
This evening is an unofficial time. Dr. Nuno will be demonstrating how to treat various problems and answering questions from today’s lectures.

---

**Day 3 Sunday, June 6th**
The secrets of the success of IM in Portugal.
The lectures will include details on working with EIS (Es Teck), CoRe and other high tech tools. There will be a part with nutrition and supplements supporting the treatments. What expectations should we have for recovery time depending on disease? What advices can Nuno give us on long term follow up of patients?

9.00-9.30
Registration and refreshments.

9.30-12.30
Lunch

12.30-16.00
Continued lecture (there will be breaks)

16.00-17.00
Questions and answers and one to one meetings with clients and potential new therapist who want to start using the IM methods in presented at the Symposium. We round up these talks.

The Symposium ends at 16.00 for those who are not planning to implement IM in their practice.

The Symposium will be held in an informal and friendly atmosphere. Do not expect a 100% «static» schedule and fixed program. There will be challenges, DLE, surprises and a chance to exchange information, energy and good intentions at a beautiful place.

Your presence is important; together we build and develop the next generation medicine.

---

**Informational Medicine:** Inergetix CoRe Advanced System - S2 with Health Navigator.

**Energy Status:** Acugraph gives you the status on your meridian system.
A beautiful place in Africa  do you know where?
Water… nature… light and peace just the right information for a vacation… we hope to be able to provide some of the «good» vibrations in Oslo the summer 2010 as well.
I wish you all welcome and hope we can share knowledge and information for the years to come at the TIIMS Symposium in Oslo.

Warm Regards
Altshop.no
E-mail: post@altshop.no

Service contact:
Kjetil Dreyer
E-mail: kjetil@altshop.no

Buy tickets at this page:  www.altshop.no

Registration to the Symposium (reserve your seat now):
1. Go to http://www.altshop.no and pay for your seat/seats. The price pr. Seat including all lectures and beverages, hot lunch etc.
is NOK 2.750 or +USD 450/300 EURO for all three days. There will be more information on the Symposium at www.altshop.no
in February 2010 (the portal is under construction).

Hotel reservation: The Symposium is held at the beautiful Holmenkollen Park Hotel Rica outside Oslo close to the woods with a
great view (see: www.holmenkollenparkhotel.no for details). TIIMS has reserved 90 rooms for the Symposium at a discounted price.
You can book your room using corporate ID: 6600 and reference to TIIMS 2010 and the discounts will apply.
Discounted price for standard room included internet access, breakfast, gym and swimming pool is NOK 995 pr. night or
USD 165/EURO 110.

Holmenkollen Park Hotel Rica
Tel: +47 22 92 20 00 Fax: +47 22 14 61 92 – E-mail: holmenkollen.park.hotel.rica@rica.no